
  

English 

  Reading and responding to The Iron Man, by Ted 

Hughes.  Examining problem/resolution, language 

for effect and moral messages. 

 Daily opportunities to improve reading skills using 

taught comprehension skills will be provided 

across the curriculum.  

 Daily Basic Skills - spelling, sentence structure 

grammar and punctuation as appropriate. 

 Writing: comparative study, character study and 

how figurative language creates imagery in 

poetry and prose. 

  Explanations through science. 

 Michael Morpurgo is the featured author for 

year 5.  Class reader Kensuke’s Kingdom. 

 

 
 Science - Investigating the three states of 

matter, solids, liquids and gases. Recognising 

reversible and irreversible changes. 

 

 D&T Spring 1: Use a range of materials to make 

a moving model of The Iron Man. 

 

 Spring 2:  Build Longboats or Saxon Houses to 

support the history topic. 

 

 Computing – Creating a web page linked to the 

topic of The Iron Man.   

 

 

 History/Geography –  Anglo Saxons and Vikings 

studying invaders and settlers and how the past 

has helped to shape the future. 

Science, History, Geography, 

Art, D&T and ICT 

 SMSC/British Values: “New Beginnings” 

topic based learning focusing on our goals 

and BfL targets.  

 RE  Christianity Lent and Easter 

 
 Dodge ball, developing sending and receiving skills.  

Gaining an understanding of attacking and defending 

skills. 

 Co-operation games.  P.E. kit in school ½ term please. 

 L’epiphanie.  Focus on the Epiphany 

in France. The 3 Kings and their 

gifts. 

 In the Classroom”- “Notre ecole” 

 Supported by Mrs Loftus LDA 

              

 English/Maths: Homework is set to consolidate skills taught in class. Sent out on a Friday 

to be returned by the following Tuesday. 

 Spellings:  Spellings to be learned and tested weekly. 

 Reading: To be practiced regularly. Books are changed when necessary. 

Homework 

 Charanga Music:  Classroom Jazz.  

Listening and appraising a new 

genre of music.  Playing tuned 

percussion instruments to be ready 

for performance. 

 

 

 

Roby Park Termly Curriculum Overview 

 

 
 Addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division will be covered on a rolling 

programme using age related targets as 

appropriate.  

 Mental maths strategies, consolidation of 

number facts delivered through daily basic 

skills. 

 Problem solving and reasoning using real life 

situations, co-ordinates e.g. battleships. 

 Measures: angles, recognising acute, obtuse 

and reflex angles.  Estimating the size of an 

angle then measuring with a protractor. 

 Statistics through topic work  

 

Mathematics 

PSHCE and RE Physical Education 

French Music 
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